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Stop  NATO  bombing  in  Libya!

Email campaign

before critical UN review on Sept 19th 2011

http://humanrightsinvestigations.org/2011/09/12/please-help-stop-the-nato-bombing-in-libya
-email-campaign/

Human rights investigations

Please help stop the NATO bombing in Libya: email campaign

Human Rights Investigations supports the email campaign to stop the NATO bombing in
Libya, to prevent massacres such as we have already seen in Zlitan and NATO supported
ethnic cleansing in places such as Tawergha and to protect the people of Sabha, Zlitan and
the south of Libya from further death and destruction.

On September 19th there will be a review by the UN Security Council of UN Resolution 1973
which has been abused by NATO to provide justification for the bombing. We are asking you
to send the suggested email below to the non-belligerent members of that body.

SEND YOUR E-MAILS NOW!

Please pass this on to your friends, family and contacts around the world! For Italian, French
and  Spanish  versions  of  the  appeal  (with  email  in  Engl ish)  please  go  to:
www.interculture.it/ l ibia

Please paste the following addresses into the recipient box of your “Stop the War in Libya”
e-mail:

ChinaMissionUN@Gmail.com,  rusun@un.int,  India@un.int,  portugal@un.int,
contact@lebanonun.org,  chinesemission@yahoo.com,  delbrasonu@delbrasonu.org,
siumara@delbrasonu.org,  bihun@mfa.gov.ba,  colombia@colombiaun.org,
pmun.newyork@dirco.gov.za,  perm.mission@nigerdeleg.org,  aumission_ny@yahoo.com,
presidentrsa@po.gov.za,  info@new-york-un.diplo.de,  dsatsia@gabon-un.org,
LamamraR@africa-union.org,  waneg@africa-union.org,  JoinerDJ@africa-union.org,
gabon@un.int,  Nigeria@un.int,  unsc-nowar@gmx.com
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In the e-mail’s subject box:
PLEASE  PUT  A  STOP  TO  NATO  WAR  IN  LIBYA  –  APPEAL  TO  NON-BELLIGERENT  UNSC
MEMBERS

Body text:

“PLEASE PUT A STOP TO THE NATO WAR ON LIBYA!”

WE APPEAL TO NON-BELLIGERENT MEMBERS OF THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL

•to  put  an  end  to  the  misuse  of  U.N.  Security  Council  Resolution  1973  to  influence  the
internal  affairs  of  Libya  through  warfare,  by  revoking  it,  and

•to  press  for  a  peaceful  resolution  of  the  conflict  in  Libya,  backing  the  African  Union’s
central  role  in  this  context.

We thank those countries that have tried, and are still trying, to work towards peace.

Our appeal is based on the following:

•the military intervention in Libya undertaken by some NATO members has now gone far
beyond the provisions of  Security  Council  Resolution 1973,  and is  based on hyped-up
accounts of defenseless citizens being massacred by their government, while the truth is
that, in Libya, there is an on-going and intense internal armed conflict;

•we are aware of the economic and geo-strategic interests that lie behind the war in Libya
and, in particular, behind NATO support of one of the two armed factions;

•NATO military intervention in Libya has killed (and is continuing to kill) countless civilians,
as  well  as  harming  and  endangering  the  civilian  population,  including  migrants  and
refugees, in various other ways;

•the belief, at this stage, that only non-belligerent countries – and particularly those with
U.N.  Security  Council  voting  rights  –  can  successfully  bring  a  peaceful  end  to  the  conflict
through negotiations and by implementing the opening paragraph of UNSC Resolution 1973,
which calls for an immediate ceasefire.

Respectfully yours,

Name (or association)

Address (optional)

Promoted by Rete No War and U.S. Citizens for Peace & Justice – Rome
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